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guise, as in realism (a process I call displacement);
or through parody and subversson, as in satire and
ironic writing. As Western culture derived its archetypal framework most directly from the encyclopedic mythological and metaphorical patterns of the
Bible, the path that led me from Blake to the theory
of literature in theAnatomy has brought roe recently
to a study of the Bible, of which I am completing
the second volume.
For a theoretical book bristling with terminology,
Critical Theory: Structure, Archetypes,
the Anatomy has acquired an unexpectedly wide audience: I continue to get letters from people who
and the Order o( Words
have found some of its insights apgalicthle in contexts
Northrop Frye
as various as theology, film study, and city planning.
Massey College
Most gratifying has been the interest in utilizing its
Unn~e.iityof Toronto
structural approach in educational theory and pracToronto, Ontario MSS 2E1
tice.’ In literary theory it,elf, the Anatomy seems
Canada
most often regarded as a book of its time, a transitional successor to the New Criticism and precursor
December 8, 1988
to later movements such as st,’ucturallsm, in its’Polemical introductior” and “Tentative conclusion,”
the book in fact takes a rather similar view of itself.
The Anatomy of Criticism emerged from my ear.
IIrr study of W.Hlan Blake, thaiSym.netry (194Th (For reviewsarid articles akout Anatomythere is LI).
indeed, some ofits material wasactually pastof that Dertharn’s recent bibliography?) Nevertheless, it is
book, whose nsanu,cript was once dosible the size possible that its perspective is due for a return to
of the final volume. I mention tins because it was fashionsomeday, for I suspectthat someof its “datBlake’* work that taught me the central insight of
isdue to four it ~wevalhIrrg
~nisconcppd~rs~.
the Anatomy, winch bee becomethe organizing pen- (1) The amount of space devoted in the text to
c~leof my criticism asa w$uele that literature i~not myth and romance, and the aksence of detailed exjust an ~iegate of teats but a total *uctwe attic- anination of particular trarisi or pomuges, implies
ulating a totalvision of reality. Thetui~ofthat stnac- the sthoodnstion neither of realism and irony to
ture are the recurring fonnal Jemests of litevature
myth and romance nor ofparticulars to generalpatits conem*lons, genres, synibok. rhetorical pattensi, temr swc$r arnphaom aremerely inesitakle In a book
plot and character types, and so on. I called these wills its kind offocu, open universal fennel principles. (2) The archetypes do not turn literature into
recurrent ssisb ar*etspes, and the schematic shespi
of die Anatorsny rellects how these archetype, inter- a qrseei.l’latonic or 5Syntholist
world of essences di4
frg~fl~git, . &
they do call into
lock to form a total oi*r of worth.
ct-object view of reality tacSlake himself wee inlluenced by the ru~mesdary question the naive
beginnings of what wee to become compernds.e itly assumed by much criticism even in these poststructuralist times. (31 Whatthe 4asattimy saysakoist
mythology and lolidose, and the Anatomy its
to apply to the whole of literature the ssme kind of value jud~...adeis that they follow from structural
analysis of types, motif,, and so on, that lies been
arid not vice se~ and d~e~em not
c.aesanernly ~lled to E~lkIel~s
and my’dss. Lowing a past of criticism as such—not that they are nece,aside questions of onpi, belief, and racial fesiction seedy invalidor that we can or should avoid melting
that would interest an dhrpeologist or psydsolo- Sheet. (4) There has been a recent tendency to deny
pet, esylk and foVataie can be stumsd as she m~
th. universality 01 arty structural pettenn in the
primitive formsof literature, “primitive” in des con- n-lw of “Isiterprelatlon,”to maintain that ad fornis
and c.~es are merely projections of idau&ser.
text meaning, not crude, bwt reduced to assesidá,
so that the basic structural princhises em desely on
yer~J..&~...l.,..4,ins suds a view seerne
~er ineratsee ad~stin-s *ucts,el pen- Sorer itself ideologically condutIw..~darid at my rate
ciples to new circrmotaicec whether dlrecdy, as in impossible topresene from the consequences of Its
popidsermce through accommodation and th~ oem
The Anatomy of Criticism treats literature as a total
structure whose units are recurring formal elements
such as conventions, genres, symbols, rhetorical patterns, plot and character types, and so on. These recurring units, or archelypes, interlock to form a total
orderof words. [IheA&HCP (since 19751 and SSCI~
(since 1966) indicate that this book has been cited in
over 1045 publications.)
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